
Fast, Easy, and Accurate Decisions

Seamlessly integrated with Microsoft Dynamics 365, Solver is a 
cloud-based Corporate Performance Management (CPM) solution that 
leverages patented QuickStart integration technology to enable 
immediate access to ready-to-use reporting and planning templates. 
Achieve faster and better business decisions across the entire 

 

• Simplify financial planning and analysis (FP&A) tasks

• Consolidate all your key data sources into a single tool for 
streamlined reporting and analysis

• Leverage an easy-to-use, Excel add-in report designer that 
provides a familiar user experience with drag and drop      
simplicity

• Anytime, anywhere reports access with drill-down                 
capabilities through a modern web-based portal 

• Automate time-consuming budgeting and forecasting      
processes with dynamic driver-based models 

• Streamline consolidations - automate intercompany             
eliminations and record necessary adjustments  

• Quickly adjust to change with adaptive forecasting 

• Facilitate data-driven decisions with advanced reporting 
capabilities

Simple, All-Inclusive Licensing

With Solver, every user gets access to the entire Solver Suite. No need 
to purchase additional modules or connectors. 

Budgeting & Forecasting
Reporting & Consolidations

Dashboards & Analysis
Data Warehouse

Faster, Better Decisions

Save Time

Avoid Costly Errors

organization today!

https://www.solverglobal.com/


Effortlessly Consolidate Data 

Solver is redefining the category of cloud-based 
reporting and planning and provides a user-friendly data 
warehouse that is built on the Microsoft SQL Azure 
platform. Solver takes away the complex, expensive 
implementation of a “homegrown” data warehouse, and 
instead allows users to access GL data in a day, versus 
weeks or months. Solver combines financial and other key 
data into a single solution, powered by the most flexible 
report and planning form designer on the market. 
Streamlining financial and operational reports, 
consolidations, budgeting and forecasting processes. 

Drive Intelligent Decisions with Ready-to-Use Marketplace Templates

Solver is designed to meet the reporting needs of all employees. Meet all your reporting needs on day one with 
ready-to use reports, planning forms, and dashboard templates from the Solver Template Marketplace or create 
ad-hoc and custom reports to fit specific requirements.

Profit & Loss Variance ReportProfitability Analysis Dashboard

Payroll and Benefits Budget

https://www.solverglobal.com/

